The Lifeplus
Diamond Cruise 2017
At Lifeplus, we believe in rewarding the hard work and
dedication of those who have embraced the business
and consistently achieved the top ranks of success in
their business.
That’s why we treat our top achievers to a once-in-a-lifetime cruise in the Caribbean,
accompanied by Lifeplus executives from both our US and UK offices.
It’s our sun-soaked way of saying
“thank you!” Qualifying Diamond
partners from around the world join us
once a year to begin their high seas
adventure, departing from one of the
world’s most glamorous and sunsoaked cities – Miami.
Once on the open water, everyone
has a chance to greet friends old and
new and congratulate one another on
the achievement of qualifying for this
fabulous cruise with various
celebrations held throughout the
week.
The cruise features numerous stops
and sightseeing opportunities
throughout the trip. Partners will have
the chance to snorkel Turtle Cove,
visit Butterfly Gardens and Coral
World, swim with the dolphins,
catamaran sail, kayak, hike and
explore – and of course relax on some
of the most beautiful beaches in the
world.

Amidst all the fun, it is a great
opportunity for associates to build an
understanding of the company’s next
steps, help them make plans for their
own Lifeplus businesses, and all in a
relaxed and luxurious setting!
Once qualified* and have confirmed
you’ll be joining us for this trip, you
will receive a Cruise Booklet that will
include everything you need to know
about travel, what to expect, what
you will need to do (including a check
list) to make the 2017 Diamond Cruise
an incredible experience. But, if you
would like more general information
on the Lifeplus Cruise, please speak
to your sponsor or call the Lifeplus
Customer Service Center.

*Qualifications for the 2017 Diamond Cruise
New Diamond Cruisers
Must qualify Diamond three (3) months out of twelve
(12) during the 2016 calendar year.
Existing Diamond Cruisers
Must qualify Diamond nine (9) months out of twelve
(12) during the 2016 calendar year.
Any questions regarding qualifications can be
emailed to 2017Cruise@lifeplus.com or you may
contact us by phone. Telephone numbers can be
found on our website at www.lifeplus.com as well as
a list of all of our upcoming events.

A once-in-a-lifetime trip to say thank you

